Introduction
Pirates are popular. Inside academia and out, the pirate is a figure commanding attention, fascination and quite often sympathy. Interpreted in various ways -as vicious criminals, romantic heroes, sexual revolutionaries or anarchistic opponents of capitalism -pirates possess an apparently inexhaustible appeal. 2 The problem with "pirates," of course, is that defining them is largely a question of perspective: perpetrators of maritime violence from Francis Drake to Blackbeard have been seen as both champions and murderers, and scholars have interrogated this very dimension of piracy as a historical concept. In the Mediterranean, the corso was far more complicated than just a clash between 1 I would like to thank the Arts and Humanities Research Council for funding the doctoral work on which this article is based; Daniel Lange, for conversations and feedback all the way through writing; and others who offered comments, including my fellow contributors to the forum and Maria Fusaro, Colin Heywood and David Smith. Richard J. Blakemore 160 cross and crescent, while in the Indian Ocean "pirate" was a label deployed quite deliberately as part of imperial politics of legitimization and domination. 3 In the British Atlantic, such critical attention has largely been directed at the "golden age of piracy" during the later seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. 4 For the earlier stages of British maritime expansion, the pirate as a literary figure, and the legal and high political implications of maritime violence for European empires in general, have both received a good deal of attention.
5
On the other hand, scholarship on actual British "pirates" during the The Politics of Piracy in the British Atlantic 161 first half of the seventeenth century has tended towards narrative accounts, focusing on their practices or the efforts of governments to suppress them. 6 Discussions of maritime violence during the early stages of British imperial expansion focus on the role played by "privateers," a term which did not in fact appear until the later seventeenth century.
7
While it is routinely acknowledged that "pirate" and "privateer" were ideas which blurred into one another, historians continue to treat them as different kinds of activity, accepting the juxtaposition of "pirate" and "society" and perpetuating both the prejudices and confusions of contemporaries. A sustained consideration of how these labels were deployed by the seafarers themselves during this early period, as provided by Lauren Benton for the "golden age," is currently lacking. This article aims to make some suggestions in this direction, to link the solid empirical work of early modern historians of piracy with the critical approach of literary and theoretical studies, as has been done for the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. The politics of piracy constituted an important part of the process through which the British state began to exercise, or attempt to exercise, authority across the Atlantic maritime networks which expanded significantly during the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But it was a politics played not just by the state but by seafarers themselves: Benton has described how seafarers acted as "lawyers," exploiting the complex legal situation of the early modern sea.
10
Piracy was not necessarily a form of "social resistance." 11 Rather, since violence was a regular element in maritime travel and trade, the label "pirate" was an important part of the often triangular dialogue between seaborne actors and various state authorities through which each attempted to legitimize their own and delegitimize others' violent actions. The politics of piracy in the Atlantic drew upon language and ideas developed first in Mediterranean and European waters, but its deployment at the edges of (and sometimes beyond) British imperial authority in the Atlantic contributed both to the definition and expansion of that authority.
I focus upon the 1640s because the civil wars of this decade, with the consonant collapse of a single state power in Britain and the consequent vying claims to authority by different combatants, reveal particularly clearly how "piracy" was constructed and utilized, as actors on all sides co-opted this concept for their own polemical ends. This decade was also part of the transitional phase in which the British government, more clearly in the 1650s and after, emerged as a maritime power with more deliberate interventionist policies in seafaring and trade, most of all in the Atlantic. The article begins by introducing how "piracy" was depicted, legally and politically, in the early seventeenth century, before considering how it was used in propaganda debates during the civil wars and, then, how seafarers themselves and others applied it to specific occasions through a particular case of seaborne violence across the Atlantic on the coast of Maryland. 
Proclaiming Pirates in the Seventeenth Century
Violence at sea was a fact of life for seafarers during the early modern period. According to the standard wording of ships' bills of sale, owners were not financially responsible in cases of "perills of the sea, dangers and enemies" -another wording exempted "Fyer water Enemies pirates casualties of the Seas, and restraint of Princes" -and acts of piracy were covered by maritime insurance policies from their earliest development. 13 In a period before the protection of trade became the sole preserve of state forces, most merchant ships were armed and prepared not only to defend themselves but also to take advantage of opportunities for further profit.
14 Edward Coxere, a sailor during the 1650s, regularly participated in violence; after he converted to Quakerism he found that his career was curtailed by his newfound pacifism.
15
This situation was nevertheless shaped by the legal and popular idea of the "pirate." In medieval Europe, maritime violence was legal only when authorized by a sovereign in wartime or in "reprisal" of wrongs formerly committed, but the shifting diplomatic situation in Europe and, increasingly, around the globe, and the later development of "reprisal" as a legal fiction to cover maritime aggression, considerably complicated the actual circumstances at sea. Even so, the figure of the pirate was remarkably clear, if only in principle; any unauthorized maritime violence was piracy. The classical definition of pirates as hostes humani generis was invoked, for example by the English lawyer Edward Coke, and seems to have had a wide purchase.
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In early mod- Richard J. Blakemore 164 ern reproductions of the medieval rôles d'Oléron, the final clause stated that for "Pirates, Robbers, Sea-Rovers, Turks, or other Enemies to our…Catholick Faith, every man may deal with such as with meer Brutes, and despoil them of their goods without any punishment for so doing." 17 Pirates, then, were inhuman, rejected by the norms of European society, and the terms used to describe them are also revealing. Vice-Admiral John Pennington's journal of 1632-1636 used the same words -"Pirates and Robbers" and "Rovers," as well as "Pickeroones" -as did naval instructions. 18 "Rovers" in particular emphasizes the aspect of mobility and unrootedness thought to characterize pirates, seafarers who did not follow legitimate trade routes but moved randomly and chaotically in search of plunder. According to one early seventeenth-century pamphlet, pirates when challenged described themselves as "of the sea." 19 Naturally, notwithstanding its conceptual clarity, this imagined figure was rarely the reality. First of all, it was a judgment applied to seafarers by authorities; in the same pamphlet, recounting the trial and execution of pirates in 1609, none of the convicted described themselves as pirates (though they accused others), but two used the revealing phrase "I was proclaimed a Pyrate." 20 Henry Mainwaring, erstwhile admiral of the corsair fleet at Algiers, wrote a treatise on piracy for James VI and I, probably in 1616-1617, in which he described the economic stimuli for entering piracy: because "the common sort of seamen are so generally necessitated and discontented." 21 More impor-tant, he commented that there was "a received opinion and custom that is here for the most part used, that none but the Captain, Master, and it may be some few of the principal of the Company shall be put to death" and described the practice of "Perforst-men," who pretended they had been forced to join a pirate crew when their merchant vessel was seized, and so were "rather welcomed home, than any way molested or troubled."
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On two separate occasions William Monson, a Jacobean naval officer, encountered "pirates" who had previously served in his own ship. 23 These writers implied that seafarers moved "in" and "out" of piracy; but it was not the seafarers, or their practice of violence, which shifted, but the labels which were applied to them.
Furthermore, as David J. Starkey has argued, piracy was an "economic activity" with a "parasitic" nature.
24
Pirates might be imagined as inhuman enemies of all humanity, but seaborne raiding could not exist outside of the framework of maritime trade, and the question of authorization and labelling muddied waters considerably. For example, on one occasion Pennington seized a "Biskener" reported to be a pirate, but found that that it carried a lawful commission from the Spanish king. 25 In a similar way, one of those executed in 1609 claimed that when he seized a Portuguese "Carvil" he was sailing with a legitimate commission from the Dutch, even though it had been declared illegal by the British government for British sailors "to combine with the hollanders in any such attempts."
26
This highlights how maritime violence could be authorized by some polities but not recognized as such by others, and it is important to notice the difference between "piracy" as occasional activity and "piraticality" as a characteristic.
27
Certain groups were considered inherently piratical. In early modern England this was primarily the Irish and the corsairs of Algiers, Tunis and Salé. Mainwaring Even though Muslim corsairs were legally approved by the Maghreb regencies, they were condemned by Europeans as, to quote one English merchant, "a dissolute and resolute company of Sea-farers and Pirates."
29
This coincided with anxiety about religious vulnerability: the fact that some "pirates" were also European "renegades" made it easier to depict them as enemies of Christian civilization. 30 The famous English and Dutch renegades John Ward and Zymen Danseker were vilified in print. 31 Naval expeditions were launched against Ireland, Algiers and Salé, none of them particularly successful, but nevertheless demonstrating that punitive action against such "piratical" communities was considered legitimate by the British government. Monson wrote that "the Algerines are a sort of outlaws, or miscreants that live in enmity with all the world."
32
In the early seventeenth century there was a spectrum of labels for maritime violence which ranged from the authorized to the ambiguous to the irredeemable. While this was based on theoretically clear principles, drawing on classical and medieval traditions, it was also subject to the international circumstances of the day and was therefore challengeable and negotiable. Accusations of "piraticality" helped to provide some definition to the vague dimensions of "piracy," but these labels were neither constant nor concrete. This becomes even more evident when we examine the British civil wars of the 1640s. 28 Mainwaring, Life and Works, II, 15-17; and Oppenheim (ed.), Monson's Naval Tracts, III, 59. The Civil Wars: "Pirats of Our Own Nation"
The internecine conflicts which erupted within Britain in the late 1630s and 1640s brought with them a similar outbreak of violence and disruption to the lives of seafarers.
33
There were few major engagements, but blockading and commerce raiding were carried out by parliamentarians, royalists and Irish confederates alike. Unsurprisingly, all sides condemned the actions of the others, and to do this deployed "piracy," indicating both its cultural resonance and its emotive power. Proclamations by Charles I calling on the Royal Navy (most of which had sided with parliament) to return to its former loyalty tended to characterize his opponents as "rebels," especially parliament's admiral the Earl of Warwick whom Charles claimed "traiterously presume[d] to usurpe to himself the Soveraignty of the Seas."
34
While parliament also accused the Irish as "rebels," it directed the label of "piracy" against royalists. One declaration by parliament described how the "Seas [are] already infested, not onely by Sea Rovers, by Commissions from the Rebels in Ireland, but also by Pirats of our own Nation." 35 This is an interesting distinction, implicitly recognizing the authorization of Irish "Sea Rovers" (although denying the legitimacy of the authorizers as "Rebels") but condemning those authorized by the king.
More striking is the use of these terms in the popular printed literature of the civil wars, and here too partisan writers for both king and parliament applied the language of piracy to their opponents. Mercvrivs Avlicvs, a royalist newspaper, protested that a parliamentary order to issue letters of marque would "fill the Seas so full of Pirates…[that] they will in conclusion destroy all trade." sons, and ships, as Pirats, or sinck by their side." 37 Perhaps the most remarkable passage comes from a pamphlet published on Warwick's authority in 1643 in which the royalists were castigated as "Arch-Pyrates" who "have taken Falmouth Haven in Cornwall, which with roaving and robberies they make a kind of Algier."
38
The royalists could play this game, too: one parliamentarian, Captain Robert Zachary, was called a "Renegado…circumcised in the law of Mohammed" and, in Mercvrivs Aulicvs, "a Native Turke, who having been a Pyrate, is thereby so qualified for the Rebels service…not only as he is a Turke (to this day unchristened) but because of his Piracy." 39 In the 1640s, as previously, the assumed piraticality of certain groups or places -here, the Maghreb -easily invoked piracy for immediate polemical ends, made all the more resonant by the continued problem of the capture and enslavement of seafarers there.
40
As this demonstrates, the war did not happen in isolation, and the combatant groupings accusing one another were also engaged in disputes with various European powers over the seizure of ships. Parliament protested to the Spanish Netherlands and the United Provinces over the recruitment and supply of royalist ships from their ports, and there were arguments with the French, who in their turn complained of the "Pirateries made upon them by the English nation."
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In June 1644 the Dutch ambassadors reported daily complaints of "manifold damages at sea."
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In this regard the use of "piracy" as a label in civil war propaganda tapped into a regular conversation among different European governments and seafarers over which violence was, or was not, piracy. What emerges is a confusing clamour in which agreement was reached only when it suited the immediate aims of both parties. This testifies to the impor-tance of understanding and analyzing a politics of piracy, drawing on medieval and Mediterranean models in which the labelling of maritime violence as "piracy" or its perpetrators as "pirates" was just as significant as the act itself.
Pirates on the Edge
To argue that piracy was part of a confusing clamour is perhaps not very analytically satisfying, but it is not surprising that states or political groupings defended the actions of their own maritime forces and condemned others, or that they used resonant and recognized language to do so. Just as important are the strategic ways in which the seafarers engaged in maritime violence themselves deployed or reacted to the rhetorics and politics of piracy. By analyzing these we can bring together not only the political language and the reality of experiences of maritime violence but also two of the broader themes of this forum: the relationship between governments and seafarers, and the expanding claims of the British imperial polity to maritime control, in this case in the Atlantic.
To some extent, seafarers echoed the official and printed sources already discussed. Valentine Austen, purser of Swallowe, described how the ship's master, William Greene, had letters of marque to seize all ships "in the possession of the Rebells of Ireland… [or] in the possession of Pirates," definitions which coincided: they captured Unicorne, whose crew Austen described as "Pirates" because they "had runne away with the said shippe…intend[ing] to goe for Gallowaye in Ireland." 43 We might expect to find depositions in legal sources and statements by parliament's supporters accepting the terms imposed by the authorities, but seafarers also used the term "piracy" in more independent ways. Robert Anderson, master of Seahorse, had loaded a cargo of coals at the royalist port of Newcastle but was seized by a parliamentarian ship, Hart. Anderson had ignored parliament's proclamations forbidding trade with its enemies, but Hart's crew began to sell Anderson's cargo before his ship was declared a prize, which he complained in court "was little better than piracy soe to do." 44 While Anderson could not challenge parliament's judgment on the legitimacy of his trade to Newcastle, he could use "piracy" as a language to criticize the conduct of the authorized violence of which he was a victim.
Such accusations of piracy had a wider relevance to British maritime authority, especially as this began to expand into the Atlantic. An incident involving a London ship, Reformation, and a Rotterdam vessel, Looking Glasse, reveals how the circumstances of civil war offered seafarers new opportunities to legitimize the violence they conducted at the edges of imperial authority. 45 Reformation seized Looking Glasse in Chesapeake Bay in February 1645 and proceeded to plunder the colony of Maryland. This event erupted from a personal dispute between Reformation's master, Richard Ingle, and Maryland's governors who had previously imprisoned him; but it was also linked back to the first case tried in Maryland's general assembly, when rivalries over the Island of Kent resulted in clashes in the Bay and the assembly condemning and executing five Virginians as "pirates." 46 The assembly had thus from the first claimed to themselves the right to judge acts of maritime violence in the same European legal terminology of "piracy," and when Ingle seized his colonial opponents and carried them as prisoners to London, they accused him in a petition to parliament's admiralty committee as "a mere pyrate." 47 Unsurprisingly, the crew of Looking Glasse agreed. 48 They attempted to portray this as a straightforward case of unauthorized maritime violence.
Ingle and his men, however, slotted their activities into the polemical and religious arguments parliament was itself publishing in Britain. Conveniently ignoring the personal side of the dispute, Ingle's sailors in their depositions to the admiralty court pointed out that Maryland was ruled by a Catholic minority who threatened the Protestant majority. The colony's governor, moreover, had a commission from the king to seize London ships, an act of hostility against parliament, and Looking Glasse had prepared to fight against Reformation in collusion with the planters. 49 This interpretation mimicked parliament's claims that Charles I was the victim of a "malignant" Catholic conspiracy which had started the civil war. 50 Ingle himself presented his actions as defensive; only after "haveinge two severall tymes found [Maryland's governor]…fightinge against the Parliament of England & theire adherents" (presumably meaning himself) did he attack, "w[hi]ch as he beleeveth he might lawfullie doe by vertue of his Comission, and was bounde unto by the solemne
